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ABSTRACT 
We study Chebyshev type quadrature formulas of degree n with respect o a weight function on 
[-l,l], i.e. formulas 
with nodes Xi E [-1, I], such that R(f) =0 for every polynomial of degree <n. It is known that for 
a Jacobi weight function w(t) = (1 - t)“(l + t)fi the number of nodes has to satisfy the inequality 
NrK, n2+2max(a,fi) for some absolute constant K,>O. In this paper it is shown that for an ultra- 
spherical weight function w(t)= (1 -t*)= with ar0, this lower bound is of the right order, i.e. 
there exists a Chebyshev type quadrature formula of degree n with Nzs K~II*+*~ nodes. Our 
method of proof is based on a method of S.N. Bernstein who obtained the result in case a = 0. In 
general this method gives a large number of multiple nodes. It is also shown that the nodes can 
be chosen to be distinct. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let w(t) be a normalized weight function on [-l,l], i.e. w(t) is a non- 
negative integrable function such that J!, w(t)& = 1. A quadrature formula 
for the weight function w(t) is a formula of the type 
(1.1) i f(t)w(t)dt = !Z Pif(~i)+RW* 
-I i=l 
wherexjE[-l,l], i=l,..., Narethenodesandp,ElR, i=l,...,Narethe weights 
of the quadrature formula. R(f) is the error that one makes when approximating 
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the integral j!, f(t) w(t)& by the finite sum C pif(Xi). The quadrature for- 
mula (1.1) has (algebraic) degree (at least) n if R(f) = 0 for every polynomial 
f of degree 5 n. In particular (1.1) has degree 2 0 if and only if C pi = 
l’, w(t)dt = 1. Th e quadrature formula is positive if every weight pi is non- 
negative. 
A Chebyshev type quadrature formula is a quadrature formula of degree 2 0 
in which all weights are equal, i.e. a formula of the type 
(1.2) j, f(t) W(t)dt =$ ig, f(xi) + R(f). 
We call N the size of the formula. The formula (1.2) is called a strict Chebyshev 
type quadrature formula if the nodes Xi are distinct. See [6] for a review on 
Chebyshev quadrature. 
Bernstein [l] proved that if a Chebyshev type quadrature formula (1.2) has 
degree 2n - 1 then 
(1.3) A+, 
i,fl 
where & is the Christoffel number appearing in the n-point Gauss quadrature 
formula 
_j, f(t)w(t)dt = ii, n,.f(Ti,.)+R(f), 
with l>&> me+ ><,,> -1 the zeros of the orthogonal polynomial of degree 
n with respect o w(t). Actually, Bernstein considered only w(t) = const, but his 
proof applies without difficulties to the general case. 
For w(t)=+ we have 
n(n + l)&, < lim s(s+ l)L,,, = 
1 
- = 3.7104, 
S-m Jd(# 
wherej, is the first positive zero of the Bessel function Jo(t). Monotonicity of the 
sequence n(n + l)& was recently shown by Korevaar [S]. Hence Bernstein’s 
formula (1.3) implies the inequality 
N> J&)*n(n + 1) = 0.2695n(n + 1). 
The same method applied to the Jacobi weight w(t) = C&l - t)‘(l + t)4 
a, /I 1-3 gives the inequality 
(1.4) N 2 Kn2 + 2 mm@. B) , 
for some constant K>O only depending on (r and /I, see [lo] for the ultra- 
spherical case and [3] for the general case. 
In another paper [2] Bernstein obtained an inequality in the other direction. He 
proved that, for w(t) E + and every n, there exists a Chebyshev type quadrature 
formula of degree 2n - 1 with N nodes, where 
(1.5) N=4@z+l)(n+4). 
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In Bernstein’s construction many nodes of the quadrature formula are the 
same. In fact, there are only 2n - 1 distinct ones. 
This result does not seem to be generally known; a recent article [12] contains 
the weaker estimate N= @(n3) for the minimal number of nodes in a Chebyshev 
type quadrature formula of degree 2n - 1. 
In this paper I shall extend Bernstein’s method to prove that for an ultra- 
spherical weight function w,(t) = C,(l - t2)=, crr0, the lower bound in (1.4) is 
of the right order. That is, the following theorem is proved. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let w,(t) = &(I - t2)a with o>O. There is a constant K= 
K, > 0, depending only on o such that, for every n, there exists a Chebyshev 
type quadrature formula (1.2) for the weight function w,(t) of degree n having 
size Nc Kn2f2a. 
Moreover, it is possible to use either a large number of multiple nodes: only 
= n distinct nodes, or N distinct nodes: strict Chebyshev type quadrature. 
Since Bernstein’s paper [2] for the case CY. =0 is only available in Russian, it 
seems appropriate to present our extension of Bernstein’s method in full. 
The method is based on the observation that a positive quadrature formula of 
degree m - 1 with m distinct nodes can be perturbed a little to give a formula of 
degree m - 1 having slightly different nodes and weights. As long as there are 
m distinct nodes the perturbation can be continued, and, as will be proved, also 
in some cases with multiple nodes. In this way one tries to obtain a quadrature 
formula with rational weights whose common denominator Nis as small as pos- 
sible. Such a quadrature formula can be viewed as a Chebyshev type quadrature 
formula of size N. A similar idea is used in [13]. 
2. A SPLITTING THEOREM 
The following theorem, which may be of interest in itself, is our main tool 
in deriving the existence theorem for Chebyshev type quadrature. The case of 
one pair of multiple points was considered in [ 131. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 1 ByI2 y21 ... 2 y,,,> -1 be m points such that 
(2.1) yi =yi+l, yj =yj+l *j-i is an even number. 
Letpi>O, i=l,..., m. Then for t > 0 sufficiently small, there exist points Xi(t), 
i=l , . . ..m such that 
(2.2) 1 >x,(t)>x,(t)>*->x,(t)> -1, 
(2.3) ljh$Xi(t) =yi, i=l,..., m, 
(2.4) itIpixi(t)‘= E piyf, t>O, I=0 ,..., m-l. 
i=l 
So the points yi which appear twice can be split in such a way that the sums 
in (2.4) remain constant. 
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PROOF. Condition (2.1) implies yi >Y~+~, i.e. no three yi’s coincide. Let Ir be 
the collection of indices i such that yi_r >yi>yi+r (single points) and let 12 be 
the collection of indices i such that yi =yi+r (double points). Here it is under- 
stood that yc=l, Y,,,+~- --1. We introduce variables t>O, Ui, i=l,...,m and 
Put 
Xi = _Yi + Ui t2, if iElI, 
(2.5) Xi =Yi+Pi+lUj+It+Uit2, if ic12, 
xi+l = Yi -Pi Ui+ 1 t9 if iE12. 
For (2.4) to hold (with xi(t) =Xi) we must have 
(2.6) O= C pi(X,'-y,')+ C [piXi'+pi+lXi'+I-(pi+pi+,)y,'], I=l,...,m-l. 
i.sI, iell: 
Using (2.5) we expand (2.6) into powers of t: 
(2.7) 
i 
0 = c pily/-‘uit2 
ier, 
+ C 
ieI2 [ 
Q/--l) 1-2 2 
Pilyj-‘“it2+@i+Pi+~)PiPi+~~Yi Ui+lt2 1 
I + It3 !P,u,(t, 241, . . . , Urn), f=l,...,m-1, 
where Y, is a polynomial in the variables t, u,, . . . , u,. Division of (2.7) by It2 
and the substitutions 
I Vi = pi Ui, 
if i~l,Ul,, 
(2.8) 
vi+l =(pj+pi+*)PiPi+lUi:1/2, if iEZ2, 
lead to the equations 
(2.9) 1 y;-rvi+ c (I-l)y;-2vi+l = -t!F,,ct,v 1,“” vm), I=1 ,..., m-l. 
ieI,VI2 itzf* 
For t = 0 (2.9) is a homogeneous ystem of linear equations for the variables Vi, 
i=l , . . . , m. Because of (2.8) we want to have a solution with Vi+ r> 0 if i E 12. 
NOW let j E I2 be the largest element of I2 and fix Vi+ 1 = 1. Then (2.9) with t = 0 
and uj+r = 1 gives a system of m - 1 equations for the m - 1 unknowns Vi, i = 
1 , . . . . m, i#j+ 1, which has the form 
(2.10) V 
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01 m-i vi =- Oj+2 : b 0 1 yi : (m - 2jyT-‘. 
with 
1 . . . 1 0 . . . 1 1 . . . 
YI *** Yi 1 . . . Yi Yj+2 “’ 
pf= i 1. . : i i : . : * * m-2 Yl . . . yy-2 (m_2)y;-3 : ! I . . . yi”-’ yy+;’ . . . 
The matrix V= V(Y,, .a. ,_Yj,_Yj+z, . . . , y,,,) is a confluent Vandermonde matrix, 
which has a column [l, yi, . . . , yi m-2]r for every i E Ii U 12. For i E 12, i #j, there 
is an additional column [0, 1, yi.. . , (m - 2) yy- 3]f. This matrix is invertible and 
has determinant 
(2.11) det J’(yi,...,Yj,_Yj+2, . . ..Y.) = TI ( yi _ yi,)w”, 
i>i:i,i’eIIUI2 
where pi is the multiplicity to which yi occurs in (-vi, . . . , _Yj, yj+2, . . . , Y,). 
We compute vi+l for ie I2 using Cramer’s rule. Replacing the column 
[O,l, yi... , (m - 2) Y?-~]’ by the right-hand side of (2.10), and interchanging 
the two columns [l,~~,...,y~-~]’ and [1,Yj,...,_Y~-2]r, we obtain vi+i as the 
quotient of two confluent Vandermonde determinants, which are computed ac- 
cording to (2.11): 
det J’(Y~ 
vi+l = 
9 . . ..Yi-l.Yj,Yj+1,Yi+2, *.*,Yj-lsYisYj+29 ***SYm) 
det v(_Y,, ***,YjsYj+2, **.,Ym) 
n 
Yj -Yip 
= -. 
i’+i,i+l,j.j+l yj-.Yi* 
Thus vi+,>0 if and only if j- i is even. This is just the assumption (2.1). 
So the equations (2.9) have for t = 0 a unique solution in which Vi+ I = 1 and 
for that solution vi+,>0 if ie 12. By the implicit function theorem there exists 
for small t> 0, a unique solution vi(t), . . . , v,(t) of (2.9) for which Vj+i(t) = 1, 
vi+,(t)>O, ill,. Then 
I 
w 
uj(t) = - 
(2.12) 
Pi 
ui+l(t) = 
[ 
2&+,(t) * 
PiPi+l(Pi+Pi+l) I 
satisfy the equations (2.7). Finally, putting 
x;(t) = yj + q(t) P, 
(2.13) xi(t) =Yj+Pi+lui+l(t)t+ui(t)t2, 
xi+,(t) =Yi-Piui+lmt, 
if iEIiU12, 
if iE12, 
if iEli, 
if iE12, 
if iE12, 
we have (2.2), (2.3), (2.4). El 
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REMARK. In the proof we have found for small t>O, a unique solution 
u,(t), . . . , o,(t) of the equations (2.9) subject to the extra conditions Vj+l(t) = 1 
and vi+i(t)>O for iEI,. From (2.12), (2.13) we get 
2Pj 1 
+ 
(2.14) Xi+*(t) =_Yj- t. 
Pj+l(Pj+Pj+l) 
Now the uniqueness of q(t), . . . , v,(t) implies that the points xi(t), . . . ,x,(t) are 
uniquely determined by (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), (2.14). 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let 1 >yir . ..~y.,,>-1 satisfy (2.1) and let Pi>09 i= 
1 , . . . , m. Suppose we have a symmetric situation, i.e. 
ym+l-i = -Yj, Pm+l-i =Pi, i=l , . . ..m. 
Then, for t>O sufficiently small, the points xl(t), . . . ,x,,,(t) which satisfy (2.2), 
(2.3), (2.4) are also symmetric, i.e. 
X m+l_i(t) = -Xi(t)* i=l,...,m. 
PROOF. Put 
sfi(t) = -Xm+l_i(t)y i=l, . . ..m. 
By symmetry these points satisfy (2.2), (2.3), (2.4). 
By (2.12) we have Ui+l(t)>O if iE1, and also limtl, Ui+l(t)>O. Then by 
(2.13) we see that for t sufficiently small, and ic 12, the function xi(t) is in- 
creasing and Xi+l(t) is decreasing. 
Hence, if t>O is sufficiently small, ~j+,(t)=Xj+l(S) for some small s>O. 
Because of the uniqueness property, see the preceding remark, we have 2i(t) = 
Xi(S) for every i. Thus 
(2.15) Xj+l(t) = -X,-j(S), Xi+,(S) = -X,-j(t). 
NOW suppose S< t. Then Xj+l(t)<Xj+l(~) and xm_j(t)>xm_j(s) which contra- 
dicts (2.15). Similarly, s> t is impossible, so that s= t. This implies Xi(t)= 
-xm+l-i (t) for every i. El 
3. DISTINCT NODES 
A Chebyshev type quadrature formula with multiple nodes can be written as 
(3.1) ~,f(t)w(t)dt=~,~,Aif(xi)+R(f), 
where the numbers Ai are positive integers and Ii Ai =IV. As an application 
of Theorem 2.1 we show how to obtain from a formula (3.1) a Chebyshev type 
quadrature formula of the same degree having distinct nodes. The only restric- 
tion will be that there are “enough” distinct nodes in (3.1). Similar arguments 
are used in [13]. 
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LEMMA 3.1. SUppOSe 
is a Chebyshev type quadrature formula of degree m - 1, where E is a finite 
subset of (-1,l) with 
m-l I IEl <N. 
Then there exists a Chebyshev type quadrature of degree m - 1 with IE I+ 1 
distinct nodes. 
PROOF. Let x0 be a node with A,,> 2 and let EaC E be such that x0 E E. and 
IEo 1 = m - 1. We number the elements of E. in decreasing order, where x0 is 
numbered twice. So E. = {y,, . . . , y,} such that, for some io, 
1 >yr>“’ >yi,=Xo=Yi,+~>‘.‘>Ym>-l. 
Put 
~i,=Aq-l, Pi,,+l=l, ~i=Ay,, ic$ {io,io+ l}. 
The points yr, . . . , ym satisfy the condition (2.1) of Theorem 2.1 and the num- 
bers pi are positive integers. According to Theorem 2.1 there exist distinct 
points j+, . . . , fm such that 
i p,y,‘= f p,j$ I=0 ,..., m-l. 
i=l i=l 
Because of (2.3) we may assume that the points fi are not in E\E,. Now we 
have for every polynomial f of degree I m - 1 
= i C Axf@l+k ,t Pif(Yi)* 
xtEo I 1 
So the points jjt;, . . . , jjm together with the points in E \Eo can be used as the 
nodes of a Chebyshev type quadrature formula of degree m - 1 which has 
IEl + 1 distinct nodes. 0 
Repeated application of Lemma 3.1 establishes the following 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose (3.1) is a Chebyshev type quadrature formula of 
degree m - 1 having No1 m - 1 distinct nodes xi E (-1,l). Then there exists a 
Chebyshev type quadrature formula of degree m - 1 with N distinct nodes in 
(-191). 
4. ADMISSIBLE WEIGHT VECTORS 
Let m E R\1. Vandermonde determinants imply the fact that for every m- 
tuple x=(x,,..., x,) with l>xr>xz>... > x, > -1, there exists a unique 
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weight vector 
P(X) =P = (PI, . . ..P.) 
such that the quadrature formula 
(4.1) i fww~~~ =f pj.f(xi) +~(n 
-I i=l 
has degree m - 1. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A vector p = (pl, . . . ,p,J is admissible if pi > 0, i = 1, . . . , m 
and p equals the weight vector p(x) for some x = (xi,. . . ,x,J with 1 >xl > *a* > 
X,>-1. 
THEOREM 4.2. The collection of admissible weight vectors is an open subset 
of the collection of all vectors (pl, . . . , p,) satisfying CE, pi = 1. 
PROOF. Let p =p(x) be admissible. Inserting the monomials tk into (4.1) we 
find 
F pixF = i tkw(t)dt, k=O,l,..., m-l. 
i=l -I 
Partial differentiation with respect to xi gives 
; x,+g = -kpjxjk-‘, k=O 1 , ,-**, m-l. 
i=l J 
Using matrix notation 
If pi>O, i=l, . . . . m, then the Jacobi matrix ap/ax has rank m - 1. So in that 
case the map x-p(x) is locally surjective onto the hyperplane CL, pi = 1. 
This proves the theorem. Cl 
An application of Theorem 2.1 gives 
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PROPOSITION 4.3. If p,,...,&,,>O, l>X,?***~X,>-l, t7lV Such that the 
quadrature formula 
j, f(t) Mt)dt = i!, Pif(xi) + R(f) 
has degree m-l and if xi=xi+l, xj=xj+l*_i-i even, then (PI,...,&,,) is ad- 
missible. 
PROOF. According to Theorem 2.1 there exist 1 >Zi> *a* >r?,> -1 such that 
~piZ~=i~,pjxi*, k=O ,..., m-l. 
i=l 
Then the quadrature formula 
i f(t)w(t)dt = Z PifWi) +R(f) 
-1 i=l 
has degree m - 1 and (pl, . . . ,p,) is admissible. cl 
As a special case of Proposition 4.3 we mention the Gauss quadrature for- 
mula. Suppose m is even, m=2n. Let P,,(t) be the orthogonal polynomial of 
degree n with respect to the weight w(t). Let l>&>&> --- >I&> -1 be the n 
zeros of P,(t), numbered in decreasing order. There exist unique positive num- 
bers il i, . . . . rZ, (Christoffel numbers), such that 
(4.2) _.il f(t) w(t)dt = ii, Aif + R(f) 
has degree 2n - 1. Proposition 4.3 immediately gives 
COROLLARY 4.4. If PI, . . . , p,>O satisfy pzi_I+pzi=Ai, i=l,...,n, then 
(PI9 ***, p,) is admissible. 
5. CANONICAL QUADRATURE FORMULAS 
In this section we survey some definitions, notations and results concerning 
special quadrature formulas, which will be needed later. Most of the material 
can be found in a more general setting in [9] and [7, Chapters II & IV]. 
We define 
E(X) = 
i 
1 if -l<x<l, 
+ if 1x1=1. 
Following Karlin-Studden [7] we say that the index of a quadrature formula 
i f(t)w(t)dt = g Pif(xi)+R(f), 
-I i=l 
with pi>07 1 ZX,> -a+>~,? -1, is the number CL, e(Xi). 
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Let n E N be fixed. We shall consider positive quadrature formulas of degree 
2n - 1. A quadrature formula is called principal if the index is n and canonical 
if the index is n or n+j. For every XE(-1, 1) there exists a unique canonical 
quadrature formula which involves the point x. We denote by 1(x) the weight 
on x in the canonical quadrature formula involving x. For x= -1 and x= +l 
there exists a unique principal quadrature formula (the Lobatto quadrature for- 
mula, see below) which involves both end-points. We denote by 12(-l) and n(l) 
their respective weights in the Lobatto quadrature formula. 
The canonical quadrature formulas can be classified as follows. Let P,,(t) be 
the orthogonal polynomial of degree n with respect o w(t) and let 1 > <, > ... > 
I&> -1 be the zeros of P,(t). Let Q,_l(t) be the orthogonal polynomial of 
degree n - 1 with respect o the weight function (1 - t*) w(t). The n + 1 zeros of 
(1 - t*) Q, _ 1(t) are also numbered in decreasing order I= q0 > q1 > q2 > ... > 
fln_l>q,,= -1. We assume that P,(l)>0 and Q,_l(l)>O. Also consider, for 
every a, the polynomial P&a) defined by 
c P,(t)-41 -f)Qn-l(f), az0, PA& a) = P,(t) -a(1 + t)Q,-,(t>, asO. 
For every a E IR the polynomial P,(t, a) has n simple zeros in the interval (-1,l) 
denoted by 1 >{,(a) > ..+>&,(a)>-1. If a>0 then &<<i(a)<qi-l. If a<0 
then rli<ri(a)<ri. If a increases from --03 to 00, then &(a) increases from vi 
t0 qi-1. Occasionally we write ti(OO) :=qi-l, ~i(-O”)=~i* 
There exist two principal quadrature formulas. One of them is the Gauss 
quadrature formula, which has &>T2> **. ><, as its nodes: 
(5.1) _.il f(t) w(t)dt = j, A(ti)f(C) +R(f)* 
-0.5 0 0.5 
Fig. 1. The function I(x) for w(t)=1/2 and n=3,6,9. 
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The numbers A(&) are the Christoffel numbers. The other principal quadrature 
formula has the nodes q. > ql > .-. >q,,, and is called the Lobatto quadrature 
formula : 
(5.2) iI f(t) w(t)dt = jio n(tti)f(tti) + R(f)* 
The quadrature formulas with index n + + split into two groups; one which in- 
volves -1 and one which involves +l. These are called lower canonical and 
upper canonical, respectively. For a>0 the points cl(a)> . ..><.(a)> -1 are 
the nodes of a lower canonical quadrature formula: 
(5.3) j, f(t) w(t)dt = iil l(ri(a))f(Ci(a)) + @,.f(-1) +-R(f), 
and every lower canonical quadrature formula is obtained in this way. For a< 0 
the points 1 > <i(a) > ... ><,(a) are the nodes of an upper canonical quadrature 
formula: 
(5.4) 9 f(t) w(t)dt = ii1 ~(t(a))f(&(a)) + @J(l) + R(f), 
and every upper canonical quadrature formula is obtained in this manner. 
We have defined A(x) as the weight of x in the canonical quadrature formula 
involving x. The number A(x) can be characterized by certain extremal pro- 
perties. 
A(x) is the maximal weight which a positive quadrature formula of degree 
2n - 1 can have at the point x. Moreover, the canonical quadrature formula in- 
volving x is the only positive quadrature formula of degree 2n - 1 attaining this 
maximum. [Note that we only consider quadrature formulas with nodes in 
[-1, 11. In this respect here is a difference with the Christoffel function as con- 
sidered for example by Freud [5].] 
The number A(x) can also be obtained as the minimal integral of a certain 
class of functions: 
A(x) = min i f(t) w(t)dt, 
-1 
where the minimum is taken over all polynomials f(t) of degree I 2n - 1 which 
satisfy 
f(t)rOon [-l,l], f(x)=l. 
Next we introduce the functions rr(x) and E(X) as the total weight which the 
canonical quadrature formula involving x has on the interval [x, 11, and on the 
interval (x, 11, respectively. For x= * 1 we take the Lobatto quadrature for- 
mula. If x= C(a) with ar0 then 
n(x) = i n(tj(a)), II(X) ='i'l(&(a)). 
j=l j=l 
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If x=&(a) with a< 0 then 
n(x) = f: W,(a))+e,, 
i-l 
n(x) = C A(t;i(a)) + e,, 
j=l j=l 
with ecr from formula (5.4). If x=~i then 
n(x) = f: A(tjj), E(X) = ‘; A(tl,). 
j=O j=O 
K(X) is a continuous positive function on [-l,l]. For XE I-1, &I it assumes the 
value I. On the interval [<,, l] it is strictly decreasing. For x E [&, 11 we have 
the value z(x)=L(x). Similar remarks hold for g(x). 
From the definitions it is clear that 
(5.5) g(x) +A@) =IL(x), 
(5.6) n(Ma)) = d&+1@)). 
The Markov-Stieltjes inequalities, cf. Freud [5, 1.51, state that 
(5.7) g(x) I i w(t)df I R(X). 
x 
Let 
; f(t) w(W = ; PiA&) + R(f) 
-1 i=l 
be a positive quadrature formula of degree 2n - 1 and let XE [-I, 11. The 
Markov-Stieltjes inequalities also give 
(5.8) z(X)5 C pj5 C pjSlt(X)* 
j.xj>x j,XjSX 
0.2 
-0.5 0 0.6 
Fig. 2. The function R(X) for w(r) = l/2 and n = X6,9. 
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So K(X) is the maximal weight which a positive quadrature formula of degree 
2n - 1 can have on the interval [x, I] and E(X) is the minimal weight of a positive 
quadrature formula of degree 2n - 1 on (x, 11. In both cases the canonical 
quadrature formula involving x is the only quadrature formula for which the 
maximum or minimum is attained. 
The function n(x) can also be characterized by an extremal property of poly- 
nomials: 
(5.9) a(x) = min i f(t) w(t)& 
-I 
where the minimum is taken over all polynomials f(t) of degree I 2n - 1 which 
satisfy 
(5.10) f(t) r0 on [-1,x], f(t)= 1 on [x,1]. 
The minimizing polynomial can be described in terms of the nodes of the 
canonical quadrature formula involving x. For example, if x = ci(a), LIB 0 then 
f(t) is determined by the properties 
.f(tjCa)) = ls f’(tj(Q)) = O9 j=l ,...,i-I, 
f(tj(a)) = O, .f’(tj(a)) = OS j=i+l,...,n, 
f(W)) = 1, A-1) = 0. 
Similarly, 
Z(X) = max i f(t) w(t)&, 
-I 
where the maximum is taken over all polynomials f(t) of degree ~2n - 1 
satisfying 
f(t) IO on [-1,x], f(t) 5 1 on [x, 11. 
6. SYMMETRIC WEIGHT FUNCTION 
In the remaining sections of this paper we consider only symmetric weight 
functions w(t), i.e. w(-t) = w(t), and we are looking for quadrature formulas 
(6.1) i f(t) ww = i ~~.fw + w) 
-1 i=l 
which are symmetric, in the sence that x, + 1 _ i = -xi, pm+ 1 _i =pi. So (6.1) can 
be written as 
(6.2) _i, f(t) w(t)dt = ii, PiLfCxi) +f(-xi)l +R(f)9 
where as before m = 2n. 
DEFINITION 6.1. A vector (pl ,..., p,,) with Cpi=3, pi>O, i=l,..., n, is s- 
admissible if there exists a quadrature formula of the form (6.2) of degree 
2n-1 with l>x,>x,>...>x,_,>x,>O. 
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In this section we prove a theorem which gives sufficient conditions on a vec- 
tor (~9, .. . . p,,) to be s-admissible. These conditions will be stated in terms of 
the function n(x) introduced in Section 5. 
The results of Section 4 on admissible vectors also hold for s-admissible vec- 
tors. We shall need the following results. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. The collection of s-admissible vectors is an open subset of 
the hyperplane C pi = _5. 
PROOF. Same proof as Theorem 5.2. 0 
PROPOSITION 6.3. If a symmetric quadrature formula of the form (6.2) with 
pi>09 
(6.3) 1 >X,>X2>*** >&_l>O, x,-,1x,10, 
has degree 2n - 1, then (p,, . . . , p,) is s-admissible. 
PROOF. Equality among the points Xi, i=l, . . ..m. where x,+~_~=-X~, can 
only occur in one of the following two ways: 1) x,=x,+, =0, or 2) x,_ 1 = 
xn30>xn+~=xn+2. In both cases Proposition 4.3 can be applied. Using Cor- 
ollary 2.2 we find that the points Z1, .. . , fm in the proof of Proposition 4.3 are 
symmetric. Hence (p,, . . . , p,) is s-admissible. 0 
We now arrive at the main existence theorem. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let w(t) be a symmetric weight function. Suppose n even, n = 
21. Let 
(6.4) 00 = a1 > a2 > . ..>a.+lr01b,>b2>...>br1-oo, 
and p,, . . . . pn>O, C pi = 3 be such that 
(6.5) n(4(ai))~P1+P2+emm +P2i-1 < n(&(fZj+1)), i=l,...,l. 
(6.6) n(C(bi)) 1pl+p2+*** +pzi c n(<i(bi+l)), i=l,...,I-1. 
Then (p,, . . . . p,) is s-admissible. 
For the proof of Theorem 6.4 we need some lemmas. 
LEMMA~.~. L,eta ,,..., a,,,, b, ,..., b,, andp, ,..., p,>Osatisfytheinequalities 
(6.4), (6.5), (6.6) and assume there exist lrx,rx2r~~~rx,,20 such that the 
quadrature formula 
(6.7) _jjf(t)w(t)dt=i$,pi[f(xi)+f(-x,)l+Nf), 
has degree 2n - 1. Then (p,, . . . , p,,) is s-admissible. 
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PROOF. From the last inequality in (5.8) with x=x~~_, and the first inequality 
in (6.5), we obtain n(<i(ai))~rr(xzi_I). Since n is strictly decreasing on [O, l] 
we find 
(6.8) Xzi_1~C(Ui), i=l,...,I. 
The first inequality in (5.8) with x=xzi_i combined with the second inequality 
in (6.6) yields Z(Xzi_i)< n(&_,(bi)). Because of (5.6) this implies 
(6.9) ri(bj) < Xzi_1, i=2, . . . . 1. 
Similar considerations with x = Xzi give 
(6.10) XzjI&ji(bj), i=l,..., 1-l. 
(6.11) &+,(aj+l)<~2i, i=l,..., 1. 
The inequalities (6.8), (6.9), (6.10) and (6.11) show that 
<, r x2 > x3 > ***>x,_z>x,_,>o. 
In order to apply Proposition 6.3 we also need the inequalities 1 >x,>&. 
If xi = 1, then p1 = n(l) = A(1) by (6.5). This means that (6.7) is a positive 
quadrature formula of degree 2n - 1 with maximal weight at 1, and therefore 
is the Lobatto quadrature formula. However, this is impossible because we 
already have too many strict inequalities for the points Xi. 
If xi = <, then (6.7) would be a positive quadrature formula of degree 2n - 1 
having no nodes in ({i, 11. The only formula with this property is the Gauss 
quadrature formula, see e.g. [7, Lemma 11.3.11, so we again have a contradic- 
tion. [For small n the preceding discussion does not hold. In that case one 
should argue as in Proposition 6.3 or Corollary 4.2.1 
Hence the inequalities (6.3) of Proposition 6.3 are satisfied and it follows that 
(P,, . . . . p,) is s-admissible. 
LEMMA 6.6. There exist a,“, .. . , a;+ I, bp, . . . , by and a vector (pp, . . . ,p,“) which 
is s-admissible such that the inequalities (6.4), (6.5), (6.6) hold, with the strict 
inequalities c and > replaced by I and 2, respectively. 
PROOF. We take a: = 00, by =O for every i, and 
&j-i = ~(tlj-l)-~(~;-i), P& = ~(ti)-n(rl;-1)9 i=l 1. , a**, 
Here n(&,) := 0 for convenience. The weights P;~_~, pzi, i= 1, . . . ,I are posi- 
tive, and C:,, pp =rc(lf,)=+. Since p20i+p20i_1=n(ri)-71(ri_1)=IZi, the vector 
<PP, . ..t pi) is s-admissible, see Corollary 4.4. Cl 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.4. Suppose al, . . . , al+l, bl, . . . , bl and pl, . . . ,p,, satisfy 
the hypotheses of the theorem. Let a;, . . . , a;+ 1, bp, . . . , bp, pp, . . . ,p,” be as in 
Lemma 6.6. Let a,(t), . . . . al+,(t), b,(t), . . . . b[(t), be continuous functions of 
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TV 10, l] such that 
Then it 
pending 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
and 
(6.14) 
oo=al(t)>*->a,+l(t)r01bl(t)>*->b,(t)l-co, t>o, 
aj(0) = al’, ai = ai, b,(O) = by, bj(1) = bj. 
is possible to take pi(t), . . . , p,(t) > 0, C pi(t) = 3, continuously 
on t E [0, 11, such that for every t E (0, 11, 
nGM))) ~PlW+***+Pz-lW < ~(Wi+~(O)h i=A . . ..I. 
n(ri(bi(t)))=Pl(t)+‘.‘+Pzi(t)< ~(ti(b+*(t))h i=,...,l-1, 
Pi(O) =PPs Pi(l) =Pi* 
de- 
Let T be the supremum of the collection of t E [0, l] for which the vector 
(Pl(O, - - - 9 p,,(t)) is s-admissible. By Proposition 6.2 and Lemma 6.6 we have 
O<rsl. 
We shall prove that the vector (pi(r), . . . , p,,(r)) is s-admissible. Indeed, r is 
the limit of a sequence (tj) for which (pl(ti), . . . ,p,(tj)) is s-admissible. Hence, 
for every j, there exist nodes 1 > xl(tj) > ... >xn(ti) > 0 such that the quadrature 
formula 
(6.15) i f(t) w(t)dt = i Pi(tj) ]f(Xi(ti)) +.f(-Xi(t~))l + Nf) 
-I i=l 
has degree 2n - 1. Choosing a subsequence if necessary we may assume that 
(Xi(ti))j converges for every i, with limit xi, say. Taking the limit j + 00 in 
(6.15), we see that the quadrature formula 
(6.16) i f(t) WWt = i Pits) Lf(xi) +fCTxi)l +Wf) 
-I i=l 
has degree 2n - 1. We also have 1 IX, z... 1x,10. Then because of the in- 
equalities (6.12), (6.13) it follows by Lemma 6.5 that (pl(r),...,p,,(r)) is s- 
admissible. 
If T would be c 1, then we would conclude from Proposition 6.2 that 
(PlW9 ---9 p,(t)) is s-admissible for t in a neighbourhood of T. Hence r = 1, and 
it follows by (6.14) that (pl, . . . ,p,) is s-admissible. cl 
From Theorem 6.4 we obtain the following criterion for the existence of a 
quadrature formula with rational weights having a pre-assigned common 
denominator. 
COROLLARY 6.7. Let co=al>a2>...>al+,~02b,>...>b,~-~, and let N 
be an even number such that 
(6.17) n(5,(ai+l))-n(&(a;))a$, i=l,...,l, 
(6.18) n(&(bi+1))-n(&(bi)) z$, i=l ,...,I-1. 
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Then there exist 1 > xl > ..+ >x,,>O and positive integers A,, . . . , A,, such that 
the quadrature formula 
(6.19) i f(t) WOW = ; t 4bW +A-xi)1 + Nf) 
-I I I 
has degree 2n - 1. 
PROOF. Because of (6.17) with i= 1 one can find a positive integer Al such 
that n(r,(al))rA1/N< n(r,(az)). Then AI/N< ~(&(b,)) and so by (6.18) with 
i= 1 there is a positive integer AZ such that n(&(bl))~A1/N+ AZ/N< ~({,(b~)). 
Next, it follows that AI/N+ AZ/N< n(&(a&), so that by (6.17) with i= 2 there 
is a positive integer A3 such that n(&(a&)l AI/N+ AZ/N+ AS/N< n(&(a3)). 
Continuing in this way we find positive integers Al, . . . , A,_1 such that 
pi =A,/N, . . . . pn_, = A,_,/N satisfy the inequalities (6.5), (6.6). Then A, = 
N/2- CyLrr Ai is also a positive integer, since N is even. It follows from Theo- 
rem 6.4 that (AI/N, . . . , A,/N) is s-admissible. 0 
The quadrature formula (6.19) is a Chebyshev type quadrature formula in 
which many nodes coincide; the node Xi has multiplicity Ai. By Theorem 3.2 
one can obtain from this a Chebyshev type quadrature formula of degree 2n - 1 
with N distinct nodes. Nevertheless, if the Chebyshev type quadrature formula 
(1.2) is optimal in a certain sense, there will be many coincident nodes, cf. [l l] 
for the case of a constant weight function. 
7. ULTRASPHERICAL WEIGHT FUNCTION 
We consider in this section the normalized ultraspherical weight function 
w,(t) = C,(l- Py, c, = 2-2a-1 
r(2r.Z + 2) 
T(a+ 1)2 ’ 
with al 0 and C, such that j’, w,(t)dt = 1. We will prove the Main Theorem 
as stated in the Introduction. 
Since in the following discussion the number n is not fixed, we must be a bit 
more precise in our notation. When appropriate we append a suffix n to em- 
phasize the dependence on n. For example we shall write n,(x), A,(x), [i,,(a) 
and so on. The weight funciton w,(t) is fixed, so we do not explicitly mention 
the dependence on a. 
We start with a lemma on n,(x). 
LEMMA 7.1. Let n E IN. The function 
(7.1) x- 
G(X) - S: w,At)dt 
(1 +X)1+= 
is decreasing on [-l,l]. 
Computer experiments how that the lemma is false if a<O. 
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PROOF. Let -1 <x0< yo< 1. Let f(t) be the polynomial of degree I 2n - 1 
which satisfies 
f(t) 11, tE[Xo,1l, Iv) 2 0, tE[--l,ll, Kc%) = i fwTtw~t, 
-I 
see (5.9), (5.10). Then g(s) :=f(-l+ [(l +x0)/(1 +yo)](l +s)) is a polynomial of 
degree I 2n - 1 with 
so that 
= l+yo -1+2(‘+~)‘(‘+Yo)f(f)Wa 
1 +x0 -1 
-1 +!%(I + t)) dt. 
0 
We have 
(7.2) w, 
and therefore 
l+lz * 
-‘, f(t) w,(t)dt 
+l+Yo - 1+20 +.w(l +Yo) 
1 +x0 
5 
x0 
-l+s(l+t))dt 
0 
l+yo ‘+n 
= 1+x, ( > n,(xo) 
awa(t)-wa(-l+~(l+t))] dt, 
where W,(S) = 0 if s> 1. Using (7.2) again and the fast that f(t) 2 1 on [x0, l] we 
obtain 
l+yo l+a 
%(Yo) 5 l+x ( > %l(xo) 0 
--sd [(z)awa(t)-wa(-l+2(l+t))] dt 
l+y, r+a 
( ) 
1 
= 1+x, 
(Gxo) - 5 w,(t)dt) 
x0 
+l+Yo - 1+2(1 +xg(l +ycd 
s 
-I+ 
1 +x0 
WCZ 
x0 
(%(X0)- i %(t)dt) + i %(s)ds. 
wo YO 
Now it readily follows that (7.1) is a decreasing function. 0 
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PROPOSITION 7.2. Let a 10. There exist a constant B1 > 0 and no such that for 
nznO and Olxcyll, 
(7.3) %f(X)-%(Y)~ (Y-X)$. 
In the following proofs the numbers K,, Kz, . . . are positive constants which do 
not depend on x and n. 
PROOF. We prove that whenever n,,(x) is differentiable at XE [0, 1] then 
(7.4) 
B, 
-n;(x) 2 -. 
n2a 
From this (7.3) readily follows since II, is a decreasing function. 
We first assume XE [0, [r,J. Differentiating the function (7.1) we obtain 
In~(x)l 1 w,(x)-(1 +a) nfl(x)~~~(t)dt. 
Let x=&,(a) and put x+ = <i+l,,(a). Then by (5.6) and (5.7) n,(x) = g,(x+) 5 
s;+ w, (t)dt, so that n,(x) - j: w,(t)dts jc+ w,(t)dt. From [14, Theorem 8.9.11 
it follows that 
t7*2 ei+l,n -Oi,,SK’, i=O ,..., n, eo,, =O, COS 0i," = (i,,, i=l ,..., n. 
n 
From [ 14, Theorem 8.1.21 we have lim,, no,,, =& where j,,= is the first posi- 
tive zero of the Bessel function J,(t), so that 
(7.6) e,,, L 5. n 
From (7.5) it follows that x--xx+5K3/n and from (7.5) and (7.6) it is readily 
deduced that w,(x’) s& w,(x). Thus A,(x) 5 (Ks K&z) w,(x) and if n is large, 
i.e. nr2(1+a)K,&, we have for XE[O,&J, 
For XE [c&, l] we proceed differently. Suppose x=&,(a), ar0 and let 
n,(x) = Mx) = i f(t) w,(t)dt 
-1 
where f(t) is the polynomial of degree I 2n - 1 which has double zeros for t = 
~2,,Ws . . . . &,.(a), a simple zero for t = -1 and which is normalized such that 
f(x) = 1. On the interval [&n(a), 1] the polynomial f(t) is increasing and con- 
vex. Therefore, if y>x, 
f(y) , Y - t2, Aa) 
x-t2,A4 * 
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For YE (x, l), t -f(t)/f(y) is a polynomial of degree 12n - 1 satisfying 
f(Wo)~o, tE[--l,ll,f(t)/f(Y)11, tE[xll. Hence G(Y)~G(W~(Y) and 
it follows that 
1 
[ 1 n,(x) G(l) %(X)--“(Y)~G(x) l-f(r) r(Y-x)Y_52n(a)Z(y-x)1-52n. 
From (7.5) we see (1 - &) 5 K&z2 so that we shall be finished if we can prove 
that 
(7.7) 
Kl 
n,( 1) 1- n2+2a' 
Recall that n,(l) is the weight in the Lobatto quadrature formula at the point 
1. The ultraspherical polynomials P,, (a+lsa+l)(t) are orthogonal with respect to 
(I- t’)w,(t) and so the zeros of (1- t2)P~1*a+1)(t) are the nodes of the 
Lobatto quadrature formula. It follows that 
K,(l) = {,P~:‘*a+r)(l)}-’ ; (1 +t)P,(U_;l*a+l)(t)Wa(t)dt. 
-I 
Here Pn(“_llla’+l)(l) =(“,‘_I). From Rodrigues’ formula it follows after n - 1 in- 
tegrations by parts that 
i (1 + t)Pp”+‘)(t)w,(t)dt 
-I 
= c (-l)“-’ i [$l-t”Y+“j (l-t)-‘& 
a 2”-‘(n - l)! _, 
=+j (l+t)“+“(l_t)“dr=2~~~+~~~~~~~~~~. 
1 
Hence 
WO 1 
7r,(l) = (a+l)I(2a+2) &2a+3) 
T(n+2a+2) 2 (n+2a+l)z+z”’ 
So (7.7) holds and the Proposition has been proved. Cl 
For the orthogonal polynomials associated with the weight function w,(t) 
we take the ultraspherical polynomials 
C-1)” 
Ppqt) = 2”nr - (1 - ty $ (I- t2y+Y 
For the orthogonal polynomial Q”_,(t) with respect o the weight (1 - t2) w,(t) 
we now take (d/dt)Ppa)(t). Thus 
P,‘” a) (t, a) = 
I 
Ppa)(t)--a(l -t)$Ppyt), are, 
Pp”‘(t)-rrfl+t);Ppqt), asO. 
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PROPOSITION 7.3. Let ai=l/(i-l), i=l,...,l+l and let bi=-(i-1)/n*, i= 
1 , . . . ,l. Then for certain positive constants B2, B3, 
(7.8) &,,(ai)-&,Jaj+J z$, i=l,...,l, 
(7.9) i=l ,...,1-1. 
PROOF. First we shall prove (7.8) with ir2. For x in (<i,n,fti_i,n) we have 
P,(4@ (x) 
a(x) := (1 _X)pn((l’a)r(X) ’ 0 
and, using the differential equation for the ultraspherical polynomial P,‘“@(t), 
l-aa+(l+a)a+n(n+2a+l)a* 
a’(x) = - 
l-x 1+x 1+x * 
For the inverse function &n(a) we have 
&(a) = 
l-aa (1 +a)a n(n+2a+l)a* -* 
l-<i,Ja)+ l+ti,Aa) 
+ 
1+ ti,Aa) 1 
1 
1 [ + 
(1 +a)a 
+ 
n(n+2a+l)a* -I 
1 -&,,(a) 1 + ti,&) 1+ ti,Aa) 1 
1 -1 
2 [ l -Vi-I,n +(l +a)a+n(n+2a+l)a* 1 . 
It follows that 
&Jai) - &Jai+ 1) 
1 @-ai+*) 
[ 
1 l -Vi-&n +(l +a)ai+n(n+2a+l)a,2 1 
-1 
. 
Since for some constant K,, (cf. [14, Section 6.21]), 1 -qi_i,nZKi((i-l)*/ 
(n+a+l)*), and (1+a)ai+n(n+2a+1)af~(n+a+1)*af, we obtain 
1 2(1+K,)(n+a+l)*’ 
This proves (7.8) for ir2. 
For i= 1 we proceed differently. From the definition of P,‘““)(t, a) we see 
that 
1 -&l(l) = 
p’“~“‘(r,,n(l)) = G,“(l) - <l,JP?)'(7) 
p;ol.ab 
" (h,.(l)) p~=%,nw 
where 7 is some number in (&n,&Jl)). Since Pfi@‘(t) is increasing on ({i,n, 1) 
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we find 
From [14, Theorem 8.9.11 we see P+a)‘(,$l,n)=#+2, which means that the 
quotient of the two expressions remains between two positive bounds which do 
not depend on n. From the differential equation it follows that 
ppql) = n(;(+a:qS1, P,‘“@(l) = n(n+2a+l) n+a 
2(a+l) ( > 
znz..a. 
n 
Hence 1 -r~,.(l)r(r~,.(l)-r~,~)/K,, and so 1 -tl,,Sl)~(l -tl,MK2+1)~ 
KJn2. Thus (7.8) holds also for i=l. 
Next we prove (7.9). Let 
b(x) := 
P,‘” al (x) 
(I +x)P,(4@)yx)’ 
Then 
1 +crb (1 +cr)b+n(n+2a+l)b2 
b’(x) = l+x - 
l-x l-x * 
On the interval (fti,n,&J b(x) is negative and the inverse function is r,,(b), 
b E (-oo,O). Hence 
r,:,(b) = 
l+ab (1 +a!)b 
1+&,,@)-1-ti,,(b)+ 
n(n+2a+l)b2 -I 
1 - &,,A@ 1 , 
- 
l+-(1+rr)b+n(n+2a+1)b2 
l -t&n 
We have, for some &>O, not depending on i and n, 1 - <i,nZK4(i2/n2) and, 
for every b E (bi+ 1, bi), 
-(1+o)b+~(b+20+l)b2~-(1+o)bi+r+~(b+20+l)b~+1 
i2 
SK,?, 
for some KS. Then 
~i,n(bi)-~i,n(bi+l)~ (bi-bi+l) 1 +z 
[ 1 
-1 
=$. cl 
PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM. Using the numbers al, . . . , al+l, b,, . . . , b, from 
Proposition 7.3, we find from (7.3) and (7.8)-(7.9) 
n*(ri,n(ai+l))-n,(ri,.(ai)) L s9 i=l I ,.a*, , 
n,(&,n(bi+r))- n,(&,n(bi)) 2 $9 i=l ,...,I-1. 
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So, in view of Corollary 6.7, if N is even and 
then there exists a Chebyshev type quadrature formula of the type (6.19) having 
size N. 
This formula has 2n distinct nodes. By Theorem 3.2 there exists a Chebyshev 
type quadrature formula with N distinct nodes. cl 
REMARKS 
1 The condition (Y 2 0 in the Main Theorem seems essential for our method. 
Of course for (Y = -l/2 the Gauss quadrature formula itself has equal weights, 
so the Main Theorem also holds for CT= -l/2. 
2 Extension to non-symmetric weight functions is possible. For Jacobi 
weight functions C,,B(l - t)n(l + t)B is is possible to show N<Kn2f2max(aY8) in
case a;/3?0. Details will be published elsewhere. 
3 The Main Theorem has important consequences for Chebyshev type 
quadrature formulas in higher dimensions, see [l I]. A particularly interesting 
case is the d-dimensional unit sphere Sd = {(xc, . . . , xd) E jRd+’ 1 CL, xf = 1). A 
strict Chebyshev type quadrature formula on Sd is also called a spherical de- 
sign, see [4]. Using the Main Theorem it can be shown that there exist strict 
Chebyshev type quadrature formulas on Sd of degree n having size @(nd(d+‘)‘2) 
as n -+ 00, as conjectured in [12]. It is not known if this is the right order. For 
the usual sphere S2 one has the inequalities 
for the minimal size N of a Chebyshev type quadrature formula of degree n. 
It would be very interesting to know the precise order. 
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